In this part, we present how to choose the most relevant reaction to phase stability for a given ternary, quaternary, or quinary phase. We use phase diagrams generated by PyMatGen using Materials Project data [1] . This method is based on the convex-hull construction reported in [2] , which assumes that such construction effectively evaluates the stability of a given stoichiometry against any linear combination of compounds that have the same averaged composition. This procedure is one of the commonly used procedures to assess if a compound is stable versus the decomposition to other products. Ideally, a material is considered stable only if the total energy difference between this material phases and the most stable alternative combination of reference systems is negative [2] .
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To obtain the most stable combination, we used the following procedure. First, we plotted the phase diagram of the consisting elements "we add the element in the phase diagram if predicted", and then we detected which phases constitute the equilibrium triangle in which the material composition lies. The reaction from these phases in the equilibrium triangle to form the material phase is defined as the reaction critical to phase stability [3] . Each combination was fully relaxed and calculated using adequate parameters in conformity with the materials project data.
In the following subsections, we present the most relevant reactions to the phase stability for each the studied materials and show their location in the phase diagram.
CsPbI3
The phase stability reaction of the CsPbI3 is given by:
CsPbI3 = PbI2 + CsI
We can assess the decomposition reaction by the phase diagram of elements or simply the Hull construction. 
SH3PbI3 and SH3PbBr3
The phase stability reactions of the SH3PbBr3 and SH3PbI3 are given by: 
SH3PbBr3 → PbS + 3 HBr

SH3PbI3 → PbS + 3 HI
CH3NH3PbI3 and CH3NH3PbBr3
The phase stability reactions of the CH3NH3PbI3 and CH3NH3PbBr3 are given by:
CH3NH3PbI3 → NH4l + H2C + Pbl2
CH3NH3PbBr3 → NH4Br + H2C + PbBr2 Figure S3 : The Hull triangle for 5 element compound, the black lines intersection refer to the perovskite location in the phase diagram. We need to plot phase diagrams with different components for the same compound since MP can plot maximum of 4 atom type phase diagram, however grand potential phase diagram gives a clear insights of the phase stability compounds (a) C-H2-I-N2 phase diagram, (b) Pb-H2-I-C, (C)Pb-H2-Br-C. (d) H4IN-PbI2-H2C compounds grand potential phase diagram, (e) PbBr2-H2C-H4BrN compounds grand potential phase diagram. Phase diagram can be generated from [5] .
CH3SH2PbI3 and CH3SH2PbBr3
The phase stability reactions of the CH3SH2PbI3 and CH3SH2PbBr3 are given by: 
CH3PH3PbI3 and CH3PH3PbBr3
The phase stability reactions of the CH3PH3PbI3 and CH3PH3PbBr3 are given by:
CH3PH3PbBr3 → PH4Br + H2C + PbBr2
CH3PH3PbI3 → PH4I + H2C + PbI2 Figure S5 : The Hull triangle for 5 element compound, the black lines intersection refer to the perovskite location in the phase diagram, (a) Pb-P-C-H2, (b) Pb-P-I-H2, (c) Pb-P-Br-H2. Phase diagram can be generated from [5] .
CH(NH2)2PbI3
The phase stability reaction of the CH(NH2)2PbI3 is given by:
CH(NH2)2PbI→ C + NH+ PbI2 + NH4I + N2
where the phase stability reaction is extracted from Material project ID: mp-977014. Figure S6 : Initial randomized cation positions for CH3SH2PbI3 (a) the resulting fully relaxed structure (b) and final structure starting from a more ordered cation orientation. Total energy differences between b and c are less than 7 meV per atom hence not altering the chemical stability of the compound.
